A single patient safety incident may provide sufficient justification for management change. Thus, a single case of paraplegia from the inadvertent spinal injection of the wrong medicine or of surgery at the wrong site would provide the proper basis for management action without the need to measure incidence rates.
However, measurement of quality is often carried out for comparative purposes. There are two situations in which comparisons may be needed. The first is to compare organisations/ clinicians, and the second is to draw cause and effect conclusions about how different policies or structures affect safety/quality. Both of these uses require inferences-the inference that states of affairs are different between one set of healthcare providers and another or that they have improved between one set of circumstances and another. Such inferences require that rates are measured and that they are measured both accurately and precisely. This paper is concerned with circumstances where such inferences may be called for and, hence, with measurement of rates. There are two ways that clinical quality can be measured/monitored: (1) measurement of outcome and (2) measurement of process.
MEASUREMENT OF OUTCOME VERSUS MEASUREMENT OF PROCESS
Outcomes can be broken down into mortality, physical morbidity, psychological well being, and satisfaction with services. Psychological outcomes, especially satisfaction, are likely to be sensitive to how care is delivered although, even in this context, comparisons may be misleading since expectations may vary systematically in place and time-some groups of patients may simply be easier to please. Monitoring is often used to measure physical outcomes-that is, mortality and morbidity. In some very particular circumstances such outcomes are a good reflection of the quality of care-for example, ureteric injury in laparoscopic gynaecological surgery. However, such cases are the exception and most mortality and morbidity is not the result of poor quality care. Most bad outcomes cannot be prevented or are side effects of treatment. If the factors that affect outcome and which cannot be controlled by an organisation/clinician vary systematically between organisations/clinicians, then comparisons are potentially biased. Outcome monitoring will always be needed to prompt research and non-judgemental investigation, but it should not form the basis for judgement or intervention except in situations where outcome really is a reliable measure of quality.
The important question is-to what extent are differences in outcomes a reflection of differences in the quality of care? It is widely accepted and agreed (and empirically demonstrated) that comparisons of outcomes must be adjusted for prognosis-for example, it would be inappropriate to compare hospital acquired infection rates between hospitals that carry out very different types of surgery. However, there are two ''risk adjustment fallacies''. The first is that risk adjustment might overadjust. Here, the quality related factor is associated with the risk factor so adjustment obscures real differences-for example, if age is a risk factor for death and older people are also cared for in a more perfunctory way, then adjusting for age might obscure real differences in treatment quality. The second fallacy, and arguably one that occurs far more frequently, is that risk adjustment may be insufficient. It is therefore incorrect automatically to attribute any differences in outcome after risk adjustment to quality of care; such differences may simply reflect differences in prognosis not captured in the dataset-either because the relevant prognostic variables were not measured or because they could not be measured. Thus, before we attribute differences in outcome to differences in quality of care, we need to know how much of the variance in the former is explained by variance in the latter. So what is the correlation between outcome and quality at the organisational level? 1 The available evidence suggests that little if any of the differences in outcome between hospitals can be attributed to measurable differences in clinical process/active error rates. 1 This applies, for example, to many important clinical conditions such as treatment of heart attack, 2 pneumonia, 3 and cerebovascular accident. 2 This does not mean that the quality criteria/errors are not important or that they are not based on processes that have been shown to be effective. It simply means that the identifiable processes are one of many factors that affect outcome: the signal (outcome due to process) cannot be distinguished from the noise (outcome due to other factors). 4 The argument that quality should be based on measurement of outcome because patients are interested in outcomes is specious. Patients want to maximise their personal outcomes and this cannot be achieved by misattributing cause and effect-that is, by misattributing group outcomes to particular institutions or policies. Not only does a system of punishment or reward based on outcome run a high risk of penalising or favouring the wrong providers, it also has little potential to improve health. Measurement of adverse events/ outcomes can identify only those few institutions/clinicians who may lie outside some statistical threshold. However, demonstrating that a process is inadequate can lead directly to improvement irrespective of where an organisation lies in the ''league table'' of outcome-even those with better than average outcomes. Since most patients are treated in institutions whose outcomes lie in the normal range, a greater public health dividend lies in identification of error/ quality (which can be used to shift the whole performance curve) than in spotting ''bad apples'' at the extreme of the outcome distribution.
There is also a scientific argument for concentrating on measurement of processes (of proven or undisputed importance). The sample sizes needed to show that management interventions are effective are far smaller if the outcome is a change in process than if it is an improvement in outcome.
Except in the case of the most egregious errors such as inadvertent injection of undiluted potassium chloride, most patients are unharmed by the errors to which they are exposed. 1 5 6 That is why large randomised trials are needed to define the correct standard of care in many instances; gains in relative risk of about 20% are typical of many healthcare interventions. Improving adherence to correct standards for heart attack from 60% to 80% might result in a difference in mortality of two percentage points (from 10% to 8%). The former could be demonstrated by examining 240 case notes (assuming power of 90% and p,0.05), while 1800 case notes would be needed to show the corresponding difference in mortality.
Thus, some error rates have a high risk of causing damage but they are very rare and therefore do not affect outcome rates at an institutional level. Others are common but have a much smaller individual impact 5 on outcome and are therefore likely to be lost in the ''noise''. It is therefore necessary to measure process-that is, clinical quality/active error rates 7 -for three reasons:
N in many, perhaps most, clinical situations outcomes are a poor reflection of quality of care and are therefore much more useful for guiding research and inquiry than for performance management involving judgement, reward and sanction;
N more gains in health care can be achieved by focusing on process (whereby everyone can improve by shifting the whole curve) than on outcome which leads to attention being focused on outliers;
N since error/protocol violations are much more common than the adverse events to which they predispose, 5 the statistical power tends to be orders of magnitude greater when processes, rather than outcomes, are compared.
MEASUREMENT OF THE PROCESS OF CARE
Hofer and colleagues argue that active errors and clinical process violations are one and the same. 8 By ''active errors'' we mean errors in patient care itself rather than in the system that may predispose to such errors. Thomas et al 9 have recently summarised methods for measuring error/process of care. In this paper we are concerned only with comparisons from which inferences may be made. This requires measurement of rates such as error rates. Reporting systems do not provide rates-they provide numerator information onlyand we will not therefore consider them further. Processes of care may be measured by studying documentary (including computer) evidence or by observation.
Documentary data may be retrospective (examining data in computer systems or case notes) or prospective (by completing a pro forma as the case unfolds 10 ). Observations may be made directly in real time or retrospectively by scrutiny of audio/video tapes. This paper is concerned mainly with documentary evidence, although many of the biases we describe apply to the various other methods. Whatever medium is used, quality of care may be assessed by two basic methods 11 -explicit and implicit. By explicit we mean that the quality of care is assessed against predetermined criteria; an algorithm must be produced and the quality of care is then assessed against the criteria laid down. This method is sometimes referred to as ''criterion based assessment''. The implicit method is based on expert judgement and is not constrained by predetermined criteria. It is sometimes referred to as ''holistic judgement''.
Both of these methods have strengths and weaknesses (although they are not mutually exclusive). An obvious advantage of the explicit method is that it does not rely on expert judgement to the degree needed for implicit assessment. It also offers a method to protect against bias by expressing error rates in terms of the maximum number of errors possible in a data set (see below). The disadvantage of the holistic method is that it is poorly standardised (by definition) and expensive in terms of time and the skill level required. The advantage of implicit methods is that they can pick up processes of a diverse nature that would not be included in even the most complex of algorithms-for example, poor bladder catheter management in a patient with a heart attack.
MEASUREMENT ERROR IN THE MEASUREMENT OF ERROR
Medical record (case note/chart) review is the only method for which there are a substantial number of published estimates of reliability. Unfortunately, most of these are based on studies of adverse events and then judgement about whether the adverse event was caused by an error. The estimates are quite low (ranging from 0.2 to 0.3) for whether an adverse event was negligent or preventable (and up to 0.6 for whether an adverse event even occurred). 12 16 found an intraclass correlation of 0.19 between different reviewers of the same case notes.
Estimates of reliability are usually not calculated in a way which allows us to compare studies or to understand the relative contribution of reviewers, their training, or the difficulty of the decision task. We know that the more the heterogeneity in the raters and the conditions studied, the lower will be the reliability, but there is a need for more sophisticated studies of measurement properties that test a measurement procedure across a variety of different conditions of measurement. In particular, there is an urgent need to compare the explicit with the implicit methods and to focus on all errors, not just those associated with a poor outcome/adverse events. 17 reviewed the literature on drug administration errors and found that only one scale of severity, that of Bechtel et al, 18 had been assessed in the form of inter-rater reliability which was quite good (0.79). Delphi techniques can be used to agree error definitions in advance of studies of error rates, 19 and this is likely to be more valid than trying to reach group consensus after the data have been extracted, since this produces agreement within, but not between, groups. 20 21 The presence of large amounts of measurement error can degrade the ability of researchers to measure the impact of interventions or provide evidence of association or causality between processes of care and outcome.
Quantifying measurement error and the sources of variation that cause it can, in some cases, allow investigators to account for it in the analysis and ultimately improve the measurement process. We hypothesise that explicit measurement of predefined error will be much more reliable than implicit assessment, but that it will miss more errors. Moreover, we hypothesise that previous findings that there is little correlation between errors of different types within an organisation will be confirmed. 5 The NHS Research Methods Programme has issued a call for a proposal to test these hypotheses. There is little information about the measurement properties of any of the other methods (see below) for measuring error, many of which have substantial theoretical advantages over physician chart review in detecting error.
BIAS IN MEASUREMENT
Directly measuring errors, rather than inferring from adverse events, is not a panacea since errors are subject to case mix considerations (as are adverse events) because different patients may have different opportunities for error. There are two approaches to this problem. Firstly, a possibility not easily applicable to adverse events is to express errors in terms of direct enumeration of ''opportunity for error'', rather than using ''patient'' as the denominator. However, this is possible only when using a predetermined pro forma algorithm that defines such ''opportunities''. Secondly, per patient error rates can be used with an attempt at statistical adjustment, but it must be recognised that there is no infallible risk adjustment method.
There is also a risk of what we may term ''information bias''. By this we mean that the diligence with which information is recorded may influence the ''visibility'' of errors. Clinicians of high diligence may record more data and thereby expose themselves to detection of more ''violations''. To guard against this we recommend that errors are classified as primary and secondary-primary relate to record of observations that should be present and secondary to contingent actions. This does not eliminate, but should ameliorate, the problem. Consider, for example, the management of community acquired pneumonia. Recording oxygen saturation would be a primary process, while responding to falling oxygen saturation levels would be a secondary process. A particular type of information bias arises when an intervention designed to reduce error interacts 5 with the measurement method. For example, computer systems designed to improve care may affect the recording of information in case notes and hence the proportion of errors that are detected by case note review. There is an urgent need, therefore, to compare different methods of assessing quality/error rates when computer systems are introduced.
Observer bias is another theoretical risk. It is extremely expensive to mask notes to enable blind measurements on case note review (Jocelyn Cornwall, acting chief executive CHI, personal communication). One method that has been used is to re-dictate the notes, but important information may be left out. Perhaps the most practical method is to try and ensure that observers are blind to the hypothesis being tested.
Two further points are worth making. Firstly, when studying the effectiveness of methods to improve care, differences in performance on a particular criterion are often large between organisations. 5 Moderate biases are much less likely to account for large observed differences in process than the typically smaller differences in outcome. Secondly, with respect to performance management, some bias in process management is arguably less important than in the case of outcome because it can be corrected directly. It is clear where the problem lies so that it can be tackled head on and the organisation/clinician need not be stigmatised by a finding whose cause is opaque and remedy uncertain.
SENSITIVITY AND SPECIFICITY OF DIFFERENT METHODS
Further empirical work is needed to compare error detection rates and statistical properties of different methods. Stanhope and colleagues 22 showed that many adverse events are neither reported nor captured on case notes. For example, Michel et al 10 used the retrospective method to compare prospective and cross sectional methods based on data collection from clinical units for assessing preventable adverse event rates in acute hospitals. The results suggested that the prospective method is more sensitive-that is, it detects a greater range and number of events. 10 However, prospective data collection by clinicians may be subject to bias. In before and after studies the clinicians are both the subject of change and the observers of the effect of that change. In comparative studies better clinicians may be more sensitive in spotting errors/adverse events and hence may make themselves look worse. Perhaps the gold standard is unobtrusive direct observations made with appropriate consent 23 by third party observers blind to the hypothesis being tested. However, this method is extremely expensive, especially in low error environments.
DEVELOPING NEW METHODS TO MEASURE ACTIVE ERROR
It is possible (perhaps likely) that only a minority of clinical errors are captured by existing methods. Thus, while certain clear cut violations such as failure to check a patient's blood potassium level when indicated or failure to recognise well established signs of meningitis can be detected from, for example, case note review, other factors such as the quality of communication with patients or surgical skill remain largely in the tacit domain-that is, without adequate measures or even definitions. The metric properties of these measures (many of which will need to be multidimensional) will need to be assessed-that is, their validity and properties established. For example, surgical skill could be assessed by theatre sisters or assistants and blind peer review of videotaped operations and the correlations between these methods measured. If these were then found to be correlated, further studies would be possible to find out whether methods which improve surgical skill correlate with outcome-for example, wound infection, recovery time-and hence test criterion validity. It would also then be possible to measure how training in simulations transfers into the clinical environment, how aptitude correlates with time in training and skill level achieved, etc.
Some have suggested creating a clinical practice ''black box'' with inbuilt algorithms based on ''triggers'' to identify and direct attention to a sequence in the care pathway where errors might have occurred. In addition to methods based on videotaping and observing patient care and the systems that underpin such care, further ideas need evaluation. These include ''participant ethnography'' in the tradition of Rosenham 24 which could be developed and evaluated. 25 Such methods may include the use of ''standardised patients '' 26 (actors playing out the role and patients themselves). Again, measurements of reliability and comparisons with other methods are underdeveloped, although examples exist. 27 Since standardised patients cannot be used for many aspects of care (such as undergoing surgery or intensive care), other methods also need to be developed and evaluated. In this context it should be possible to develop methods to elicit the experiences and observations and narratives of patients that could help in identifying threats to patient safety. The use of individuals with considerable familiarity with the particular disease (either as sufferers or carers) or clinicians who become victims of the disease in which they specialise is a topic requiring further research. It will be important not only to confirm interobserver variation within these methods, but also to see how methods correlate-for example, well informed standardised patients v case note review v prospective audit.
Another topic for further research is how appropriately to combine results from different measurement methods into one composite measure. For example, patient safety studies could simultaneously use direct observations, chart review, and incident reports to develop one overall measure of error/ adverse events. What is the correct way to combine these measures? Since research will involve comparison of different methods to study rates of error, it is likely that methods of triangulation developed in the natural and social sciences 28 will need to be adapted and evaluated for the specific context of patient safety.
CONCLUSION
The study of measurement of error is in its infancy, perhaps because people have (wrongly) thought that measurement of outcome/adverse events/harm would suffice. Developing and validating measurement methods is a formidable undertaking but, if the quality movement/error science is to reach its potential, this should be made a priority. N Interobserver agreement is reasonable for detection of an adverse event but poor for deciding whether it was caused by an error.
N Explicit methods of error detection are likely to have much better interobserver agreement but also considerably less sensitivity than implicit methods.
N Explicit methods can be based on opportunity for error, not patients, and hence overcome, or at least ameliorate, error due to differences in case mix.
N Prospective data collation by clinical staff was shown to be surprisingly sensitive in the single example where it was compared with case note review, but it is subject to observer bias if institutions or policies are compared.
N Prospective data collation by third party observers has revealed errors not detectable by case note review but it is expensive and difficult to arrange ethically in some settings.
N Outcomes should not be used to penalise or promote clinicians or institutions.
N Process measurement enables a whole service to improve because most providers lie in the middle of any distribution and more gain can be achieved by shifting the mean than by truncating the tail.
